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R = 8.314 J mol I Iir 23s3 Il = s.65e1

1. (a) Deline the follo\\'ing terms

(i) Closed system (ii) Adiabatic rvall (iii) Reversible process

(12 marks)

(b) Caiculate the work done for an isothermal reversible expansion of 3 moles of
hydrogen gas {iom volume 2 dml to 100 drnl at 273 K, which obeys to the

equati-on oistateP(lz /) = r1ll, where / = 0.015 dm3'
(25 marks)

(20 markt

(08 marks)

Ct, Cr-11R

(d) (i) Show that the eDtropy cl'lange (AS)on heating or cooling of a substance

(c) (i) Derive the following equation;

c- c -lp lqu' lrt I."' ,' lav),)tart,

(ii) Hence show that for an ideal gas

fiom tempemture fi to Z, is,

I f r- ){ 
^s=c 

rn[-,]

Assunre C'" is independent oftemperature

(ii) Calculate the entropy change (AS)of2 moles of an ideal gas (Cn =2 5 n)

at 27o C K is heated to 127o c.
(25 marks)

(10 marks)



2. (a) Show thatr the following auxiliary and the Maxrvell relations for a reversible
process.

(i) dA = -SdT - PdV (Hilrt dU =TdS-pdv) (10 marks)

(ii, ral) IdP-I"" \av ), - lar ),, (10 narks)

'(iii) Hence, for a gas which obeys to the equation of state p(V _nb) 
= nRT

undergoing an isothermal expansion from v ohtme I/, to V, 
]
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(b) A cell is prepared with a copper rod in 1 M CuSOa solution ana u ni"rcr .oa i" I
1 M NiSO4 solution. The standard reduction potential of 

"oppe, "l"ct 
ode *J I

nickel electrode are 0.34 V and -0.25 V respeclively. " 
I

i. Write rhe cellreaclion. I
ii. Wut is the standard EMF of the cell? I
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